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What is the Pathfinder Programme?

The Pathfinder Programme enables a group of students from years 8 to 10 to opt-out of the mainstream school structures 
for one year to create their own learning community. With the support of dedicated learning 
guides (teachers), they decide what is learned, why, how and when, whilst still following the 
IB Middle Years Programme (MYP).

Why?
u Individualised Knowledge and Motivation. There is more than one way to implement the MYP. This programme 

allows students to follow the MYP from the perspective of their own interests, thus harnessing the power of intrinsic 
motivation and creating their own unique body of knowledge.

u Skilled for Learning and Life. In doing so, they will not only gain deep knowledge and understanding, but also have 
the opportunity to practice on a daily basis the skills essential for life and work in the 21st century: critical thinking, 
collaboration, communication, creativity.

u Confident about their Place in the World. Young people are engaged in a struggle to shape their identity: who 
they are and how they will contribute to the world. Pathfinder allows students the space and support to find this 
understanding, shaping a positive and confident identity.

Pathfinder is a bespoke programme created by ISH, with various sources of inspiration from across the educational 
world.
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“Workers of the future will spend more time on activities that machines 
are less capable of, such as managing people, applying expertise, and 

communicating with others….
They will require more social and emotional skills and more advanced 

cognitive capabilities, such as logical reasoning and creativity.”play, what 
impact you’ll have.”



Pathfinder allows an interdisciplinary 
approach to learning, meaning 

subjects are combined to 
understand a topic or issue.

Pathfinder allows a more 
individualised approach
 to learning, supporting 
those with different 
learning styles.

Although students may plan   
individual projects, Pathfinder 
involves a lot of collaboration, 
teamwork and learning 
from each other.

Pathfinder encourages 
students to find intrinsic 
motivation for learning, 
rather than a fear of  “failure” 
through bad grades.

How will it work?

There are endless possibilities for a student-constructed MYP curriculum; world changing inventions, cultural identity in 
a global world, future studies. To give you an idea of how these themes will enable students to cover the different MYP 
subject areas, on the following page you will find a hypothetical example of projects relating to “sustainability”.”

What must students do?

Whilst the Pathfinder Programme allows students a great deal of freedom and autonomy, they must also fulfil certain 
requirements in order to successfully follow the MYP and align with their peers. Students must:

u Demonstrate learning in the various subject areas (8 in MYP2&3, 6 in MYP4) according to the four assessment criteria 
in that area. Each criterion must be formally assessed twice.

u Develop their English and Dutch language skills.
u Link their learning to the key concepts and globals contexts of the MYP.
u Show development of their approaches to learning.
u Demonstrate service to the community.
u Keep a portfolio of their achievements during the programme.
u Engage in collaboration with the group and take part in regular group reflection sessions.

Who is this programme for?
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Pathfinder allows students to 
step out of their comfort zone 
and challenge themselves. 

“I find school easy and 
sometimes boring.”

Pathfinder allows 
students to build their 

learning around
 something they care 

passionately about.

“I don’t see the point of 
school. If I could, I would 

spend all my time finding out 
about X topic/issue.”

“I don’t want to choose 
between subjects.”

“I’m not 
achieving what 

I would like to in 
school.”

“I feel overly 
anxious about my 

grades and academic 
performance.”

Pathfinder 
allows students 

to take responsibility for 
their learning and personal 

development.

The Pathfinder Programme is designed for any and every student 
at ISH. It may be particularly suitable for students who identify 

with one of the following statements; 

“I learn best when I 
work with others.” 

“Curiosity is 
the engine of 

achievement.”

Dr (Sir) Ken Robinson

“I’ve often felt 
restricted by school.”



WHAT MIGHT THIS LOOK LIKE IN PRACTICE?
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Group Project: Creation of a 
social enterprise to promote sustainability

Creation of a social enterprise to produce and market the 
products made in the renewable energy, recycled arts 

projects and school vegetable garden (BM). Organising a 
repair cafe (SA/CAS).

Group Project: Plans for 
redeveloping a local area

Researching the history and needs of a 
local area (HI, GE, EC) before creating 

plans for its redevelopment (BM, 
MA, PH, BI). Presenting these plans 

to a development company/the local 
community  (EN, DU)

Individual Project: 
Homemade renewable energy
Research and design of products that 

allow households to preserve and 
generate electricity in a sustainable 

way (CH,PH, BI, PD, MA). EN   = English
DU  = Dutch
MA = Maths
CH  = Chemistry
BI  = Biology
PH  = Physics
GE  = Geography
GP  = Global Politics
EC  = Economics
BM = Business
HI  = History
DD  = Digital Design
PD = Product Design
VA  = Visual Art
DR  = Drama

Collective Project: A Community Exhibition 
to Promote Sustainability in The Hague

Plan and host an exhibition evening about sustainable 
living in The Hague (BM, MA). Creation of materials 

(PD, DD) and presentations to persuade people of the 
benefitsof making changes to everyday life (EN, DU), 

designing promotional posters (VA), performance on the 
theme of sustainability (DR).

Individual Project: Visions of 
society through art and literature

Exploring how societies are portrayed 
in different books (EN, DU) and pieces 
of art. Creation of a piece of an artistic 
video that reflects a sustainable society 

(VR, PD).

Subjects not normally offered at school 
can be included and assessed

Students should 
aim to have a 
real impact on 

the community.

Projects may emerge from other projects

Research may 
involve external 

visits or guest 
speakers from the 

community

Students may work 
towards a subject area 

grade made up from 
different disciplines 
(e.g. an “Individuals 
and Societies” grade 
made up of business, 

history and geography)

Group Project:
 Improving recycling in The Hague

An analysis of recycling habits and location of 
recycling stations (MA) and the choices people make 
(EC). A visit to a local recycling facility to analyse how 
waste is recycled (CH, BI, PH). Design of a new system 
to improve recycling in The Hague (GE), presented to 

the Gemeente in writing and person (GP, EN, DU). 
A campaign to persuade people to recycle more

 (EN, DU, DD).

Collective Project: 
A school vegetable garden

Visit to the Urban Farm in The Hague. Design 
of a vegetable garden suitable for the local 
conditions (BI, PD). Persuasive presentation 

to the principal and school business manager 
for space and resources. Creation and 
maintenance of the garden (BI, CH).

u Our vision is a happier world that
 can be enjoyed by future generations.
u Our mission is to make The Hague a more 
 sustainable community.
u In doing so, we will be:
 ●  Caring
 ● Creative 
 ●  Open-minded
 ●  Fair
 ●  Just

Group Project: 
Recycled art and products 

Workshop from a local artist about using 
recycled products to make art. Creation of 

own products and art pieces (VA, PD).

Projects may be completed individually, in small groups or as a collective group



What might a Pathfinder day look like?
There will be no “typical” day on the Pathfinder Programme! However, the example below gives an idea of what a 
student – with a particular interest in football - might do on one day.

Well Being
Working in such a close-knit environment like the Pathfinder Programme presents both opportunities and challenges for 
students. There are a number of ways the program has been designed to help the make the most of this:

Links to the Wider School
The Pathfinder Programme will not be an island! Students will:
u   Take physical and health education (PHE) classes and languages other than 
 English and Dutch with the rest of their year group in the mainstream programme.
u   Take part in the same extra-curricular activities – from sports to arts – as other students.
u   Be able to join whole school trips with their respective year groups.

Learning Support and Counselling
As well as having full access to the Learning Support and Counselling Department, Pathfinder students will also enjoy the 
dedicated support of school psychologist, Veronique van der Kleij. Veronique will be available to support individuals in 
the learning and personal development, and help build stronger social and emotional ties within the group.

Veronique van der Kleij, School psychologist
“As school psychologist, I have a passion for working with students with a variety of social-
emotional and learning needs, so that they can reach their full potential. My background is 
clinical child and adolescent psychological and this is my 5th year at the ISH. I have personal 
experience with the IB and living abroad; in my youth I moved every four years and attended 
various international schools. I’m very excited to be a part of the Pathfinder Programme 
because of its focus on the individual needs of a students and on the development of 
essential life skills. I look forward to working together with our students and the whole ISH 
community to make Pathfinder a useful, challenging and enjoyable programme.”
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Activity
Register with the Coordinator in the homeroom. Discuss the day’s activities and objectives.
Group work to research and plan a visit to ADO Den Haag as part of a project on sports stadium design. 
Break time
u Check-in with the Coordinator. 
u	Work with the Learning Guide for Maths to find out how maths can be used to achieve optimum seat 

layout in the stadium being designed.
u Carry on with design.
Lunchtime
u Check- in with the Coordinator. 
u Work with the Learning Guide for Dutch towards achieving a personal goal: completing a whole football 

game speaking only in Dutch.
Break time
u Check-in with the Coordinator.
u Whole group team-building exercise.
u Work on individual project – expressing emotions through art and literature.
Check-out with the Coordinator.
ISH Silverbacks Basketball practice

Time
8.30
8.45
10.00
10.20

12.00
13.00

14.15
14.35

15.00
16.15
16.45

Amy Foster, LG for English
As a teacher of both English language & literature and English language acquisition, I am 
inspired by the freedom of the MYP and the Pathfinder Programme and I look forward to 
collaborating with teachers, students and families in this pilot.  My strongest memories of 
learning with students have taken place outside of the classroom:  in debate competitions, 
environmental conferences, slam poetry performances, service and learning projects, travel, 
and student publications and productions.  I welcome the chance to bring the energy of this 
type of learning to our everyday experience.

Merijn Mook, LG for Dutch
I teach both Dutch language & literature and Dutch language acquisition at ISH, and am an 
assessor and author for the IB. I have taught in Dutch schools as well as in an international 
school in Tanzania. I look forward to using this experience to help students define and 
achieve their own, personalised goals with regards to Dutch. As a year 8 mentor, I have seen 
the impact that this approach can have on the confidence and motivation of students.

Wieneke Maris, LG for Individuals & Societies
I have been teaching MYP Individuals and Societies for the past 10 years.  I love the creativity, 
holistic approach and focus on authentic needs the flexibility of the MYP can enable, whilst 
also providing a framework for rigorous assessment. I believe my experience leading MYP 
training workshops and as the Global Issues Network Coordinator will help students on the 
Pathfinder Programme to thrive.  The latter has shown me the phenomenal learning that 
can take place when students are able to put their own ideas into action.  I’m excited to be 
part of the Pathfinder Programme as I believe it will enable them to flourish and take greater 
ownership of their future.

Programme Coordinator, Ollie Quinton
The Coordinator will oversee the whole group, being with them in the base room for nearly all of the school day and 
convening a weekly meeting with all Learning Guides. He will coach the group through problems, actively develop their 
skills and social and emotional resilience, and help them sustain their learning community. The Coordinator will also 
ensure the group is linked with the wider community and be the central point of contact for parents.

“Although my academic and teaching background is in the social sciences, I have never lost 
sight of the fact that education is about much more than imparting knowledge of a subject 
area. It is about ensuring young people leave school feeling confident about themselves, and 
with skills and knowledge necessary to navigate the world. This has driven me as an MYP 
and DP teacher, Personal Project Coordinator and member of the school’s pastoral team, 
and I am very excited to work with fellow staff, students, parents and the wider community 
to build such an environment within the Pathfinder Programme.”

The Learning Guides (LG)
Dedicated and qualified Learning Guides will work with the students to help shape projects, show how academic 
disciplines can illuminate issues under exploration and help them identify opportunities to demonstrate their learning 
according to the relevant MYP assessment criteria. They are knowledgeable in their subject areas, experts in curriculum 
requirements and flexible in helping to shape individual learning programmes. In addition to their scheduled weekly 
time with the group, they also have extra “bookable” time where students can request extra time with a Learning Guide 
to help them understand something or solve a problem.

“The art of teaching is the art of assisting discovery.”Mark Van Doren



How will this programme prepare students for their next steps?

u Rejoining the mainstream MYP
 ● Students rejoining the mainstream MYP will have been following the same aims,
   objectives, concepts and skills. Pathfinder Learning Guides - who also teach in  
  mainstream programmes - can help ensure Pathfinder students cover essential    

 material for their equivalent age group. 
 ● They will have a better understanding of the programme because of their experience in planning their own 

 learning and assessment.

u The Diploma Programme
 ● Having completed the MYP, Pathfinder students will be knowledgeable about the 

 IBDP subject areas. Their experience of interdisciplinary and service learning will  
 be an asset for core elements of the programme such as Theory of Knowledge (TOK) 
 and Creativity Activity and Service (CAS).

 ● Their experience of more independent learning will put students in an excellent position to tackle tasks like the 
 Extended Essay and exercise the self-management required to succeed in the DP.

u The Careers-Related Programme
 ● The focus of the Pathfinder Programme on the application of knowledge fits  

 naturally with the CP. 
 ● Through their intense interaction with the world beyond the school, Pathfinder  

 students will have a better idea about their career ambitions, which they might choose 
to pursue through the CP.

u Life beyond the IB
 ● Students will be better placed to deal with uncertainty as they will be more confident about themselves, their 

 passions and talents. 
 ● They will be more able to guide their learning and will be experienced in making responsible decisions. 

Questions? Email pathfinder@ishthehague.nl10

Scott Phillips, LG for Science (Biology & Chemistry)
I first saw the light of student-led learning as the head coach for a competitive science team 
back in the USA. Recognizing students learn more and perform better when given freedom 
to choose, I was inevitably drawn to the IB’s MYP program. I have spent the past two years 
at ISH working to create a more engaging, hands-on environment that puts students center 
stage in learning how science works. I’m looking forward to further building on this through 
the Pathfinder Programme.

Sally Power, LG for Science (Physics)
I teach Integrated Science MYP, Physics MYP and Physics DP, as well as being a Mentor.  
I am involved with the International Award and the Global Issues Network within the school, 
and so have seen the benefits of student-led initiatives. The flexibility and the project-based 
approach of Pathfinder is a real attraction for me, as promoting a love of discovery and 
understanding is a key element of my science lessons.

Sara Brouwer,  LG for Maths
I am the Y7 to Y9 Mathematics subject co-ordinator and have many years of experience 
teaching MYP. I firmly believe that there are many approaches to solve any problem and 
likewise there is not a single methodology or learning environment that suits every student. 
It is vital to tune in to the diverse qualities of the individual students to enable them to 
unlock their potential and guide them to unravel enigmatic problems thus expand their 
horizons. 

Tina Ortiz, LG for the Arts
I teach Visual Arts to Y7 to Y13 and am the Subject Coordinator. I love guiding students 
to discover their own solutions to an Arts ‘problem’. I strongly believe that the Arts are a 
fundamental part of education. They are a vehicle for expression, not only self-expression 
but also expression of all kinds of knowledge. And because the Arts are embedded in a 
creative process, students are able to develop necessary thinking skills along the way that 
can also be transferred into other domains. 

Daniella Lira, LG for Design
I truly believe that when students take ownership of their education they are able to achieve 
their full potential. I like to motivate students and help them practice their critical thinking 
skills while promoting meaningful and fun learning experiences.  I have been teaching the 
MYP for over 12 years. I am the MYP Subject Coordinator for Design as well as the MYP 
Service as Action Coordinator. I am very excited about the Pathfinder Programme and the 
possibilities it will bring to the students.

David Nainggolan, LG for Physical and Health Education (PHE)
As a PHE teacher I would have loved the idea of taking charge of my own learning way 
back when I was in school. I would have linked everything to sports and enjoyed my time in 
school much more! I am very excited to work with intrinsically motivated students and guide 
them on how to learn, and watch them reaching their full potential.

Alexis Toye, Community and Service Learning Guide
I am the school’s CAS and Service Learning Coordinator.  Through these programs, I’ve seen 
the benefit that experiential and service learning offer when initiated by a student’s interests 
and local community partnerships.  I also teach MYP Maths and Business Management.  It 
is the projects within these subjects where I’ve seen the greatest learning and have always 
been impressed by ISH students’ research skills and creativity.  I’m excited by the prospect 
of a more integrated approach to subject teaching, one that develops a student’s interests, 
fuels their enjoyment of learning and sees them achieve their full potential. 

Jean Piaget

“The principal goal of education is 
to create (people) who are capable 
of doing new things, not simply of 
repeating what other generations 

have done.” 




